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What is Signs of Safety?

WILSON
COUNTY DSS

Signs of Safety is an integrated framework
for how to engage families in the change
process - the principles for practice;  a
range of tools for assessment and planning,
decision making and engaging clients and
families; and processes through which the
work is undertaken with families, and
including partner agencies.
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Timeline
2017

Signs of Safety was introduced to Adult Services
Supervisors and a trajectory was created for
implementation

2018
Signs of Safety was introduced to staff. Trainers
and consultants began studying Adult Services
policies and shadowing workers to learn where
SOS could most help staff and families. 

2019
Staff began training and implementing
Signs of Safety practices, assessment
tools, and planning strategies in
casework. 

2022
All staff are trained in Signs of Safety,
supervisors are considered advanced
practitioners. 

2020
Practice Coach was hired to individually
assess workers in their use of SOS

2021
SOS matrix was introduced as a tool
for the practice coach to assess staff
skill level.



 Tools for Safety Assessment and Planning

Three Column Mapping

My Three Houses

Scaling Questions

Scaling Domains

Harm Matrix

Support Network Tools
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What are our worries? What is going well? What are our next
steps?

Three Column Mapping            Safety Planning



What are our worries? What is going well?
What are the next

steps

One facility state some workers were
unclear of the reporting criteria when

EMS is required or not which may
have hindered them from meeting

the timeframe
COVID-19

Facilities had technical difficulties
joining zoom

The discussion on reporting
weekend incidents was something to

think about in regards to their
requirement of reviewing reports

before submission and making sure
reports are submitted timely.

Positive working relationships between
facilities and DSS.Ms. Grant responds

quickly and provies feedback.
The AHS is seen as an advocate and partner

The platform is building a community
facilities have easy access to worker
Love the format and able to meet and

connect with other facilities as a group on a
quarterly basis

Love the format because it presented
everyone in a more human light and provided

a platform where ideas, information, and
knowledge could be bounced off each other
The collaborative spirit of the meeting and

seeing the participants laugh.

Communication: being open and
honest

quarterly technical assistance
meeting

What will be the next topic
Meeting will be held on equity and

justice. 

Three Column Map Example



My Three Houses

House of Worries House of Good Things House of Dreams



My Three Houses Example

House of Worries House of Good Things House of Dreams

Client stated that she
wanted to stay in her home

but knows she can't because
she has frequent falls.

Is worried about her health
because her doctor did not
tell her what he had found

on her x-ray
Client is worried if she goes

into a facility that it may
trigger her anxiety.

Client stated she receives
social support from her

neighbors (Angie, Marie, and
Ernie).

Client stated that she has
been knowing her neighbors
for over 30 years and they
are the only family she has
Client stated she had home
health services through well

care.

Client stated that she had
already started looking into

going into a long-term
facility

Receive social security and
humana insurance. 

Worries about
 remaining independent

Things keeping her 
safe in the home

Safe End of Life
 Planning



Scaling Questions

0          1          2          3          4         5         6         7         8         9         10

Worst
case

scenario

Best
case

scenario

What brings you up to that number?
What would bring you up one point?



Scaling Question Example

0          1          2          3          4        5         6         7         8         9         10

Completely
isolated and

alone

Never
feels alone

and has
plenty of
support



Domain Scaling 
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"I have found that starting with scaling an adult can help to expand on issues
that may not have been previously addressed. Scaling in addition to

relationship questions have helped me to identify concerns that were not in
the initial reports."

Shanice Avent, APS Worker

Quotes from Workers



"I have found that starting with scaling an adult can help to expand on issues
that may not have been previously addressed. Scaling in addition to

relationship questions have helped me to identify concerns that were not in
the initial reports."

Shanice Avent, APS Worker

" I often find myself using SOS tools to scale workers usage and confidence
with using SOS in case files...I am able to share with the social worker and
create a healthy discussion on ways to increase the number or if at a 10,
what their next scale may look like and how they will continue to grow in

their SOS practice."
Sydney Council, Quality Assurance Specialist
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Harm Matrix

Last
Behavior Impact on the ClientTimespan Severity

WorstFirst



"I was having a hard time grasping how SOS could be
incorporated while still fulfilling the DHSR-ACLS

mandatory requirements until I saw the harm matrix.
I immediately recongized how it could be an excellent

tool for gathering information and presenting concerns
in a more succinct manner.

 
The tool can now be used in every aspect of my program.

It helps me  clearly identify harmful or concerniing
behaviors along with its severity, frequency, and impact

on the resident(s).

Staff Perspective

Adult Home Specialist, Benita Grant



Safety Support Circle

People who
know everything

People who 
know a little

People who
 know nothing



Who do you consider to be your best friend?
Who are you closest to in your family?

What do you think needs to change about the
relationships you have with your family?

Who will you go to if we can't help you today?
Who do you talk to when you are stressed?

Who would your kids think could help?
What questions would your family have?

Tell me about a time when you did have support?
What has changed?

 

Building A Client's Network



"The tools around building social networks helps
the client and I see what people they have in their
life that are willing to help them. SOS has been a
good tool for me to help develop plan to get my
clients on the right path and help them see that

they do have resources around them".
-Erica Pace, Public Health Nurse

Quotes from Workers



"The tools allow the client to better understand the
expectations from the social worker and provides an

opportunity to work together to complete those identified next
steps towards closing the case." Sydney Council, Quality

Assurance Supervision in Adult Intervention

Supervisors Perspective
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expectations from the social worker and provides an

opportunity to work together to complete those identified next
steps towards closing the case." Sydney Council, Quality

Assurance Supervision in Adult Intervention

"As a supervisor, I love seeing the social workers use SOS
because it builds their interviewing skills, confidence, and

competency. I have grown to use SOS tools in supervision to
ensure I am providing the level of support they need." Nichole

Atkinson, Adult Intervention Supervisor

Supervisors Perspective



Signs of Safety Matrix



Questions?

Kirstie Steele, MSW, LCSW
Staff Development Specialist
ksteele@wilsoncountync.gov

252-206-4193
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